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Day 1: Marvelous Manali awaits you!

The morning will be greeting you at Manali base camp. There
will be some time for refreshments and a morning meal. 
Brief instructions about the trek will be given to you. Moreover,
team games will be freshen you more. After taking lunch,
stream walk will be our second agenda. 
There will be few times to take a rest at the camp site after
super fun activity. 
The day will be ended by taking dinner.

Day 2: Trek  to advance base camp.
The day begins with luscious breakfast. We will drive towards
a small heavenly village Gulaba and start trekking to our
advance base camp situated at Raoli kholi. 
At advance base camp we will have some snacks and tea to
reduce your TREK fatigue. The day wind up with the delicious
dinner.



Day 3: The only agenda summit point

The day commence with the healthy morning meal and we will
start trekking to the summit point - Bhrigu lake. It is a beautiful
trek through meadows. 
Moreover, we will return back to our advance base camp Raoli
Kholi after complete the summit and spend the night over
there.

Day 4: An adventurous day
Descending towards Gulaba, we will discover the place Kullu -
the valley of gods. We will have an opportunity to get a thrill
out of the world by rafting. 
By complete the day's agenda, After Taking dinner take one's
leave from Campsite with Bunch of Memory.
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INCLUDING

EXCLUDING

THINGS TO BE CARRIED

Warm Clothes
Trek & T-shirt
Raincoat
Hiking Shoes
Socs
Water Bottel
Spoon & Mug
Trekking Bag
Lighter
Power Bank
Torch Light
Personal Medicine

Accommodation

Food ( Breakfast, Lunch,

Dinner )

Adventure Activity*

Guide Fees

Forest Permit

Local Transportation

First Aid Support

Anything not Mentioned
in Including.
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Available Packages

Manali 

To

Manali 

3699/-

Delhi

To

Delhi

Ahmedabad

To

Ahmedabad

6699/- 8250/-₹ ₹₹
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OFFICE ADDRESS:
403, PHOENIX TOWER,

NR. VIJAY CROSS
ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, 
AHMEDABAD – 380009

GUJARAT, IND

CALL: +91 8155033355/66/77
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